Cboe C2 Options Exchange
Trading Permit Holder Organization
Notification of Identified Designated Give-Ups

In accordance with Cboe C2 Options Exchange (“C2 Options”) Rule 6.30(b)(iii), TPH Organization notifies C2 Options of changes to Clearing TPH’s identified as Designated Give-Ups for the TPH Organization.

_____________________________________________   _________________________________________
Name of Authorized Signatory of TPH Organization             Title of Authorized Signatory

_____________________________________________
Signature of Authorized Signatory of TPH Organization   Date

[ ] Please check this box if you are a PULSe user.

Designated Give-Ups Identified by this Form (attach additional sheet if necessary):

1. Name: ____________________________ OCC #: _______  [ ] Enable Give-Up  [ ] Disable Give-Up

2. Name: ____________________________ OCC #: _______  [ ] Enable Give-Up  [ ] Disable Give-Up

3. Name: ____________________________ OCC #: _______  [ ] Enable Give-Up  [ ] Disable Give-Up

4. Name: ____________________________ OCC #: _______  [ ] Enable Give-Up  [ ] Disable Give-Up

5. Name: ____________________________ OCC #: _______  [ ] Enable Give-Up  [ ] Disable Give-Up

6. Name: ____________________________ OCC #: _______  [ ] Enable Give-Up  [ ] Disable Give-Up

7. Name: ____________________________ OCC #: _______  [ ] Enable Give-Up  [ ] Disable Give-Up

8. Name: ____________________________ OCC #: _______  [ ] Enable Give-Up  [ ] Disable Give-Up

9. Name: ____________________________ OCC #: _______  [ ] Enable Give-Up  [ ] Disable Give-Up

10. Name: ____________________________ OCC #: _______  [ ] Enable Give-Up  [ ] Disable Give-Up

Representative is authorized to act on behalf of the TPH:  Specialist Initials: _______     Date: ______________